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Note: This is the first in a series featuring frequently
questioned or increasingly troublesome weeds in Wisconsin cranberries. For weed identification, the “Weeds
of the Cranberry Marsh” book will soon be available
electronically on the WSCGA web site. For specific
weed control options, please refer to the annuallyupdated “Cranberry Pest Management in Wisconsin”
guide: http://learningstore.uwex.edu/Assets/pdfs/
A3276.pdf.

tubers capable of generating a new plant from
several feet deep. Two types of stems are
produced: green infertile stems that photosynthesize and brown pine cone-like stems that
produce spores and die back by mid-summer.

Overview: Common horsetail is not a
new weed in Wisconsin by any means – in fact,
it is a native. However, it has been spreading
around quite a bit recently and has been one of
the most frequent submissions for identification.
Other common names: bottle brush,
equisetum, meadow pine, jointgrass
Biology: Common horsetail is a primitive
perennial plant that reproduces primarily by
rhizomes and tubers, and occasionally by
spores (and not seeds). Rhizomes can grow up
to 20 feet deep and spread hundreds of feet
Plants strongly prefer poorly-drained low sites,
horizontally, producing many thousand small
even in sandy soils. It is very toxic to livestock.
Identification: Most commonly identified by the infertile
green stems that emerge in late
spring and resemble small pine
trees. Stems are distinctly jointed and hollow. Leaves are reduced and resemble pine needles
originating around the stem
joints. Green fertile stems are
shorter (up to 12 inches or so)
than the infertile stems that are
up to 18 inches tall and topped
with a brown pine cone-like
structure. Continued on p. 8
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PESTICIDE POSTING
REMINDER
By Matthew Lippert
Wood County UW-Extension
With spring pesticide applications having begun, please remember to observe
the requirements of the Workers Protection Standard (WPS):
Take this time to update your employee
notification area, make sure all employees and crop advisors know where your
posting notification area is. Many pesticides REQUIRE Verbal AND Written
posting. Posting is required if workers
are likely to go within one quarter mile
of the treated area. Official WPS signs
are required. They must be put up 24
hours or less before treatment and be
removed within three days of the end of
the Restricted Entry Interval
(REI). Signs must be placed at least by
each entry road and foot traffic lane entering the treated area. Are you sure
that you covered all of the incidental
visitors to your marsh during the REI
period? It is safest to adequately post
for your workers, your own liability
and…IT IS THE LAW! PLEASE POST!


CONFUSED ABOUT
ST. JOHNSWORT??
By Jed Colquhoun
UW-Extension Fruit Crops
Weed Scientist
In collecting samples and photographs for the
Weeds of the Cranberry Marsh book a few years
ago, the taxonomist on the project identified
several St. Johnswort species across Wisconsin
cranberry marshes. In particular, seven species
were found quite often, but these species can
be challenging to separate in identification.
Why is it important to correctly identify the St.
Johnsworts? Good integrated pest management
(IPM) strategies begin with proper identification,
and in this case it is particularly important because these species respond differently to control options such as herbicides.
In response, we have created a new guide that
provides detailed identification characteristics
for the seven most common St. Johnsworts.
The guide also includes a simple table that outlines the most important characteristics for separating the different species. The publication is
available online in a format ready for printing or
viewing at wiscran.org.



References to products in this publication
are for your convenience and are not an endorsement of one product over similar products.You are responsible for using pesticides
according to the manufacturer's current label directions. Follow directions exactly to
protect the environment and people from
pesticide exposure. Failure to do so violates
the law.
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Cottonball Considerations in 2014
By Patricia McManus
Fruit Crops Specialist & Plant Pathologist

Cranberry cottonball is caused by the fungus Monilinia oxycocci. Where cottonball occurs, the incidence of infected
fruit is typically less than 10%, but it can exceed 40% if left
unchecked. Because this disease is more severe in older,
peat-based plantings rather than newer beds, it has received
less attention than other fruit rot diseases in recent years.
Here I review the biology of cottonball and provide recommendations for managing this disease. For more information,
see UW-Extension bulletin no. A3194, available at
www.learningstore.uwex.edu and the 2011 Wisconsin Cranberry School Proceedings.

Disease cycle. The cottonball fungus overwinters in the dried
remains, or “mummies,” of previous seasons’ infected fruit. In
the spring, spores are ejected from mummies, starting at about
budbreak. Maximal spore release occurs when the majority of
shoots are ½ to 1 ¼ inches long and very susceptible to infection. Infection requires water and moderate temperatures (5070 oF). Infection results in “tip blight” symptoms that appear
about a week before bloom and continue through bloom:
crooked over shoot tips covered with white spores and tan
discoloration of leaves,
especially in a U or V
shape at the leaf base
(see photos).
Tip blight symptoms of
cottonball: tan discoloration at the base of leaves
(left) and crooked shoot
covered with white
spores (right).
The spores on infected
shoots are carried to
flowers by wind, pollinators, or both. When
spores infect flowers,
the developing fruit becomes filled with white, cottony fungus.
By harvest time, mummies develop in 25-50% of the diseased
fruit; berries that do not have mummies by harvest time decompose by the following spring. Cottonball mummies can probably
survive for many years, but since they become buried in old
leaves and sand, most cottonball develops from the immediate
previous season’s mummies.
Managing cottonball. Sanitation and fungicides both have a
role in cottonball control. Because cottonball fruit and mummies float, many are removed during harvest. Some growers
have found that re-flooding beds after harvest cleans out not
just more cottonball mummies but other pests as well. Tip
blight symptoms are often most severe along ditches, especially

where there is dense moss. Perhaps these areas remain wet
for prolonged periods and this promotes germination of
mummies. Alternatively, vines in these areas may be prone to
frost injury. On lowbush blueberry, frost-injured plants are
more susceptible to mummy berry, a disease similar to cottonball. Another “hot spot” for cottonball tip blight symptoms are areas of
beds where sand
remains saturated
for several hours or
days. Thus, good
drainage appears to
be important
not only for the general health of the
cranberry plant but
also to prevent cottonball mummies
from germinating.
Cottonball has been
observed on all the
popular older varieties (e.g., Stevens, Ben Lear, Searles, Pilgrim, LeMunyon,
McFarlin) in the field. I am not aware of cottonball reports on
newer hybrids (e.g., UW and Rutgers releases), but because
these were bred from susceptible cultivars, you should consider them susceptible as well.
The sterol inhibitor (SI) fungicides are the most effective
group for controlling cottonball. These include propiconazole
(Orbit, Tilt, Bumper, Propimax) and fenbuconazole (Indar,
Enable). The actual products labeled for use on cranberry
have varied over the past few years, so be certain that cranberry is listed on the label before using it. The wording on
product labels varies, but four sprays of SI fungicides are permitted: two during shoot elongation (to prevent tip blight)
and two during bloom (to prevent fruit infection).
Azoxystrobin (Abound), a strobilurin fungicide, is permitted
for use during bloom, but it is not as effective as either propropiconazole or fenbuconazole. Our field research in the late
1990s and early 2000s showed that under low to moderate
disease pressure (i.e., less than about 15% cottonball berries
at harvest), making two sprays during bloom was just as good
at reducing cottonball berries as making two sprays during
shoot elongation plus two sprays at bloom. Unfortunately, we
have had little or no cottonball in our more recent trials, so
we do not know how well some of the newer products
(Evito, Proline, Regalia) might work.
Continued on p. 5
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INTEGRATED PEST MANAGMENT
By Jayne Sojka
Lady Bug IPM, LLC
IPM is controlling a pest – be it a weed, disease or
insect pest with using a number of different options.
The management practices are: biological control,
mating disruption, cultural control and chemical control. Our main goal is to reduce the use of pesticides
but get control of a pest with minimal economic stress
to our cranberry plants and crop.
Just what does biological control mean? In 1998,
Dan Mahr suggested that there are considerable opportunities for naturally-occurring predators and parasitoids to play an important role in the regulations of
plant-feeding insects. We have been very conscious of
this fact when we look at the dragonflies, bats, birds of
all kinds, spiders, damselflies, syrphid fly larvae, green
lacewings, some parasitic wasps and many others working our cranberry beds. There are specific times of the
year where we STRONGLY encourage the use of insect growth regulators instead of harsh chemicals so
that we KEEP a favorable environment for our natural
beneficial insects working FOR us. Today, we have BT
products, nematodes, Confirm, and Intrepid to share a
few.
Mating disruption is yet another measure of
control that a good number of us are looking at. Mass
trapping assists us with filling the cranberry beds with
pheromone which confuses males, and they have a difficult time finding female moths to breed; thus, populations are reduced. This mass trap also collects male
moths on a sticky surface which reduces the populations immediately.

What are some of the cultural approaches we can use? Flooding for 1st generation insects is
one cultural practice we can use. Water can be used
to clean up the trash in our beds; and if timed correctly, it can control early insect pests as well. Flooding a
bed can allow us to get rid of disease-bearing mummy
berries— it allows us to get rid of diseased-riddled
leaves and take them off the marsh so that disease
pressure is lower during the growing season. I have
seen June beetles come to the surface of beds with a
mid- to late-May flood where some growers did NOT
even realize that they were present in such HIGH numbers. (Water forces them from their hiding places —
borrows). I have yet to see an insect with scuba gear
or a snorkel so control is excellent. Another advantage is that true cranberry pests do NOT build up

immunity to water so we break up a cycle of chemical
control measures trying to avoid chemical immunities.
Some of us have had to deal with Girdler, and fall
flooding is another option for that pest. We have found
that when our fruit has a thick waxy coating on it they
can be flooded without damage to our crop. This is typically late in August or early September but know that
each year is different and one MUST be cautious and
look for that waxy coating before putting vines under
water.
Sanding has been a sound practice on a three- or
four-year rotation for most of us. Sanding covers the
trash layer. It covers up Girdler larvae; and some believe, that it reduces populations of green spanworm and
some of the fall cutworm larvae. We have also seen it
cover up diseased leaves and mummy berries that may
carry “trouble” from one year to the next. It covers the
old stems and runners so that new roots and uprights
can root separately from the main runner. All in all, this
is an excellent practice to rejuvenate the cranberry
plants creating a fresh and healthy environment.
Last but not least, let’s talk about chemical control measures. You all know what chemicals we have
available to us but keep in mind that IPM is all about using different modes of action and chemistry when controlling insects, weeds or disease. (Use an INTEGRATED approach.) Understand that we DO NOT want to
allow resistance to slip into our industry when we are in
CONTROL of avoiding that at this point. How can we
slow down resistances you ask? One sure way is to mix
up your control measures. For example, if you have
used Lorsban year after year perhaps slip in a different
chemistry this year and then you can come back to it.
(By the way, flooding may be the answer of mixing this
up.) If you have been using the same herbicide with the
same rate for the past five or six years, maybe switch it
up this season.
I have been asked to take a moment to talk about
action thresholds and/or economic thresholds
with emphasis on insect control measures in these
times.
First of all, I would like to share with your that action/economic thresholds are truly numbers that we feel
are a “rule of thumb,” and it all comes from a “comfort
zone.” Each of us may have our very own comfort
zone; but yet,
Continue on p. 5 at IPM
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Cottonball Considerations in 2014

IPM

(Continued from p. 3)

(Continued from p. 4)

With crop prices low, some growers will cut back on fungicides. This is understandable, but if you have a mediumsized cottonball problem, not managing it for a few years
could result in a jumbo-sized problem for years to come.
Should you spray or not? If so, how many sprays and
when? Use the table as a guide. (Table below)

we all NEED some kind of guideline. These guidelines
(numbers) have been around for a long time dating
back to the first IPM program and even before. Henry J. Franklin (1883-1958) stated “Spray for a purpose.
Do not spray “on general principle” only, but when
there is good reason to believe the bog really needs
it.” In 1908, he already had a comfort zone — he
already knew that we had to have a SOUND REASON to take action against insects.
In the year of 2014, I am so very PROUD to
say that, with IPM programs, we already have drastically reduced the use of insecticides because of timing
and using a variety of control measures. In my mind,
action/economic thresholds should not change due to
the times. Remember, in the perfect world, when
you time a control measure well, you should not have
to repeat for that same insect generation. 

Other points


If spraying during bloom, be certain that the first spray
goes on at 10-20% bloom. These early flowers are the
ones most likely to set fruit and therefore are the
most important ones to protect.



To the extent possible, spray a variety according to its
developmental stage, rather than treating early and
late varieties at the same time.



Never spray fungicides to control cottonball after
bloom. Infection has already happened, and it is too
late for fungicides to do any good.

What about bees and fungicides? There are recent
reports that some fungicides are harmful to honeybees.
The role of fungicides in the overall decline in bee health is
far from clear, however, and requires more research. To
control cottonball, it is essential to spray during bloom,
because the fungus infects flowers. With their annual pesticide chart, The Cranberry Institute released recommended practices to protect pollinators from pesticides.
Review that article carefully and follow instructions on
product labels. 

USDA PROGRAM INFORMATION
Included in this copy of the CCMJ is information regarding
the Value-Added Producer Grant and the Rural Energy for
America Program (pages 6 & 7) provided by

Julie Ammel, Resource Conservationist,
USDA NRCS; Potato & Vegetable Grower
Outreach; Cranberry Conservation
1462 Strongs Ave, 2nd Floor
Stevens Point, WI 54481-2947
(715) 343-6200, Office: (920) 420-2824, Cell:
(855) 814-3121, Fax (please use cover sheet)
julie.ammel@wi.usda.gov

Situation

Recommendation

No history of cottonball in the bed; little or none on the
marsh.

Do not spray.

No history of cottonball in the bed; a minor problem in neighboring beds.

In general, do not spray the bed with no history. But if this is a particularly valuable bed (e.g., high-yielding new variety) consider bloom sprays.

Cottonball a chronic but minor problem, with less than 5% of
fruit infected most years.

Fungicides are imperfect and not likely to bring that 5% level down
much. But consider spraying during bloom to keep the problem in
check. If not every year, then every other year.

About 5-15% cottonball in last year’s harvest.

Spray twice during bloom, first at about 10-20% bloom and again at full
bloom.

More than 15% cottonball in last year’s harvest

Spray during shoot elongation, starting when about half the shoots show
¼ - ½” new growth and again about 10 days later. Also spray during
bloom, first at about 10-20% bloom and again at full bloom.

Just prior and during bloom, tip blight symptoms are easy to
find.

Spray during bloom during the current year and watch cottonball levels
closely at harvest. If fruit cottonball is more than 15%, then spray during
shoot elongation and bloom the following year.
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Address Correction
If you have any address corrections,
additions, or deletions, please let us know.
If you prefer to receive the
CCMN newsletter by e-mail, please
call 715-421-8440 or e-mail:
mspencer@co.wood.wi.us
(We will also remove your name from the
paper copy list.)

Thank you!

Continued from p. 1

General management considerations: The herbicide Casoron can suppress common horsetail
in the short-term. Other herbicides labeled for
use in cranberry are largely ineffective. Common horsetail, like moss, is a great indication of
low areas and poor drainage. Correcting these
issues often solves the problem and is a longerterm solution than herbicides. Be careful not
to move around rhizomes and tubers when
transporting sand or soil – this movement likely
accounts for the recent increase in reports.
Check around the sanding pile for common
horsetail this spring!
Trivia: Common horsetail has long been
known to accumulate heavy metals. In fact,
miners have used this species as an indicator of
gold. Common horsetail can contain up to 4.5
ounces of gold per ton of biomass! The vegetative stems and branches are covered in silica,
and thus the above-ground plant material has
been used to scrub pots and pans. 

An EEO/Affirmative Action employer, University of Wisconsin-Extension provides equal opportunities in employment and
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